
GR CASE NO. 399/2014

IN THE COURT OF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE 1ST CLASS,
LAKHIMPUR, NORTH LAKHIMPUR.

GR CASE NO.399/2014
U/S 448/323/427/506/34 IPC

PRESENT:
SMT. SWEETY BHUYAN

Judicial Magistrate 1st Class
Lakhimpur, North Lakhimpur. 

PARTIES:

STATE OF ASSAM

Vs 

       1. Sri Kamal Hazarika

      2. Sri Dipen Hazarika

    3. Sri Jiten Hazarika

                                                               …….. ACCUSED PERSONS

Appearance:

For the State ……………………………: MR. JANGKI DOLEY

For the accused persons …..….…....: MR. SUNADHAR PATIR

     Dates of Evidences  .……………....…: 09.12.2015, 23.02.2018, 

11.05.2018, 02.07.2018,

                                                                     06.02.2019

Date of Argument  .…………………...…….: 11.07.2019

Date of Judgment  .…………………...….....: 19.07.2019

JUDGMENT

1. The  accused  persons,  namely,  Sri  Kamal  Hazarika,  Sri

Dipen Hazarika,  and Sri  Jiten Hazarika,  all  sons  of  Sri
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Bogamal  Hazarika,  R/o  Jorhotia,  Police  Station–  Boginadi,

District – Lakhimpur, in the District of Lakhimpur, here in this

case have been put to  trial  to answer the charges for the

offence Punishable under Sections 448/323/427/506/34 of the

Indian Penal Code. 

2. The brief facts of the prosecution case is that on 18.03.2014

at about 9 A.M., the accused persons, who are the brothers of

the informant, carrying dao and lathi entered into the house

of the informant and damaged the house of the informant by

striking against the wall  of the house of the informant and

catching  hold  of  the  hair  of  the  wife  of  the  informant

assaulted her and molested her. The accused persons have

been criminally intimidating him as they claims his land to be

their land and threatens him to leave the land or else they

will kill him. Hence, the case, and the same was registered as

Boginadi  Police  Station  Case  No.27/2014  under  Sections

448/427/323/506/34  of  the  Indian  Penal  Code  against  Sri

Kamal  Hazarika,  Sri  Dipen  Hazarika  and  Sri  Jiten  Hazarika

named  in  the  ejahar.  The  Investigating  Officer  submitted

Charge Sheet against the accused persons, namely, Sri Kamal

Hazarika,  Sri  Dipen  Hazarika  and  Sri  Jiten  Hazarika  under

Sections 448/427/323/506/34 of the Indian Penal Code. 

3. After appearance of the accused persons, the copies of the

relevant documents were furnished to the accused persons.

Upon  hearing  and  on  perusal  of  the  case  record  the
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particulars of offence under sections 448/323/427/506/34 of

IPC were read over and explained to the accused persons by

my Learned Predecessor to which they pleaded not guilty and

claimed to be tried.

4. In support of the case, the prosecution has adduced 8(eight)

PWs, including the informant and the victim. The statements

of  the  accused  persons  were  recorded  under  Section  313

Cr.P.C. and the accused persons stated that all the allegations

are false against them and denied to adduce the evidence in

their support. 

5. After  perusing the case record  and hearing both sides the

following points for determination are framed:

The Points for Determination:

(i) Whether the accused persons, on 18.03.2014 at about

9  A.M.,  in  furtherance  of  their  common  intention,

committed criminal trespass by entering into the house

of the informant, and thereby committed the offence

under section 448/34 of the Indian Penal Code?

(ii) Whether the accused persons, on 18.03.2014 at about

9 A.M., in the house of the informant, in furtherance of

their common intention, voluntarily caused hurt to the

wife  of  the  informant,  and  thereby  committed  the

offence  under  section  323/34 of  the  Indian  Penal

Code?
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(iii) Whether the accused persons, on 18.03.2014 at about

9 A.M., in the house of the informant, in furtherance of

their  common  intention,  committed  mischief  by

causing wrongful loss or damage to the property of the

informant by striking against the wall of the house of

the informant of the amount of more than Rs.50/-, and

thereby  committed  offence  under  section  427/34 of

the Indian Penal Code?

(iv) Whether the accused persons, in furtherance of their

common intention,  have  been  criminally  intimidating

the  informant  with  the  threat  to  cause  death  and

thereby committed the offence under Section  506/34

of the Indian Penal Code? 

DECISIONS AND REASONS FOR DECISION:

6. I have heard the argument from both sides.

7. The  first  point  for  determination  is  whether  the  accused

persons,  on 18.03.2014 at  about  9  A.M.,  in  furtherance of

their  common  intention,  committed  criminal  trespass  by

entering  into  the  house  of  the  informant,  and  thereby

committed the offence under section  448/34 of  the Indian

Penal Code?

The informant stated in his ejahar that on 18.03.2014

at about 9 A.M., the accused persons, who are his brothers,
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carrying dao and lathi entered into the house of the informant

and damaged the house of the informant by striking against

the wall of the house of the informant and catching hold of

the  hair  of  the  wife  of  the  informant  assaulted  her  and

molested her.

The  PW1,  Bhaben  Hazarika,  who  is  the  informant,

stated in his evidence that the incident took place in the year

2014 at about 8 A.M. At the time of the incident, he was not

at  home  and  then  the  accused  Kamal  Hazarika  alongwith

Dipamoni  Hazarika,  Niru  Hazarika,  Jiten  Hazarika,  Dipen

Hazarika and others assaulted the wife of the informant and

chased his wife and took her inside the house of Surjya Kamal

Hazarika  and  assaulted  her. While  his  wife  was  being

assaulted, the informant reached the place of occurrence and

seeing him, all the accused persons chased him with a dao

and then he took the help of Gopal Saikia and in order to save

himself  from  accused  persons  went  to  the  house  of  the

Gaonburha.  There  are  land  disputes  between  the  accused

persons and the informant and due to the said reason all the

accused assaulted them. 

The PW2 Smt. Ami Hazarika, who is the victim, stated

in her evidence that the incident took place about one year

ago at 8 A.M. At the time of the incident, she was at home

and  then  Dipen  Hazarika  alongwith  Jiten  Hazarika  used
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obscene words against her and Niru Hazarika chased her with

a khukuri. The accused Kamal Hazarika alongwith Niru, Bhaba

Hazarika, Dulumoni Hazarika chased her with a dao and she

being scared entered into the house of Surjya Kamal Hazarika

and hid under his bed. Niru Hazarika dragged her out from

under the bed of Surjya Kamal Hazarika by catching her hairs

and  assaulted  her.  The  accused  Jiten  Hazarika  uttered

obscene words  against  her  and  blocked her  mouth  with  a

gamucha. Dipen Hazarika uttered obscene words and chased

her.  The  accused  Kamal  Hazarika  alongwith  other  accused

persons  assaulted  her.  Due  to  such  assault  she  sustained

injuries on her head and back.

The PW3 stated in his evidence that the incident took

place in the year 2014. At the time of the incident, he was at

home and he heard hue and cry, as such, he came out to the

road and saw the people running here and there and he heard

that  someone  assaulted  Smt.  Omeo  Hazarika  (wife  of  the

informant), but he has not seen the incident. 

In cross-examination, the PW3 stated that he does not

know the reason of the quarrel and why it took place. The

informant and the accused persons are brothers.  

The PW4 stated in his evidence that the incident took

place in the year 2014. At the time of the incident, he was

coming towards his home and he saw the informant running

and on asking he said that there is a quarrel, but he has not
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seen the incident. 

The cross-examination of the PW4 was declined. 

The PW5 stated in his evidence that the incident took

place about three to four years back. The informant told him

that his elder brothers assaulted him and threw him out of

their house. He does not know anything about any quarrel

between them. Now the accused persons and the informant

are staying together. 

In his cross-examination, the PW5 stated that he has

not seen the incident myself. The informant informed about

the matter to one Gopal Saikia of our village and then Gopal

Saikia told us about  the matter.  The distance between the

village of the accused persons, the informant and our village

is about 2-3 K.M. 

The PW6 stated in his evidence that the incident took

place about two - three years back. The incident took place in

the  village  of  the  accused  persons  and  the  informant,  as

such,  he does not know about the incident. He heard that

there  was  quarrel  between  the  accused  persons  and  the

informant,  and  they  are  brothers.  He  does  not  know  the

reason of their quarrel. He heard that the accused persons

kicked out the informant from the house. 

In  his  cross-examination,  the  PW6 deposed that  he

has not seen the incident himself. He also does not remember

from whom he heard about the quarrel. 
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On perusal of the evidence of the informant, it can be

known that the informant was not at his house at the time

when the accused persons allegedly entered into his house

and allegedly assaulted his wife and then when they chased

her  into  the  house  of  Surjya  Kamal  Hazarika  and  were

assaulting  his  wife  then  informant  came  and  when  the

accused persons saw the informant,  they ran to chase the

informant with dao and then the informant took the help of

Gopal Saikia went to the house of the Gaonburha. 

While the wife of the informant, i.e., PW2 who is the

victim stated in her evidence that while she was in her house,

the accused persons entered into her house and chased her,

and  as  such,  she  entered  into  the  house  of  Surjya  Kamal

Hazarika and hid under his bed and then the accused persons

pulled her out of the bed and assaulted her.

From the above, it can be known that the victim did

not  state  about  the  fact  that  her  husband  saw  her  being

assaulted  in  the  house  of  Surjya  Kamal  Hazarika  and

thereafter, the accused persons also chased her husband with

dao. 
In  fact,  in  her  cross-examination,  she stated that  it

was Thikeswar Hazarika, who saw the incident, but did not

mention anything about her husband. 

The  PW3  stated  in  his  evidence  that  he  heard

someone assaulted the wife of the informant, but he did not
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see the incident and neither he mentioned about the place

where she was heard to be assaulted and who assaulted her. 

The  PW4  stated  in  his  evidence  that  he  saw  the

informant running and on asking the informant, he told him

that there was a quarrel, but he did not see the incident. 

The  PW5 stated  in  his  evidence  that  the  informant

told him that his elder brothers assaulted him and threw him

out of his house.

The PW6 stated in his evidence that he heard about

the quarrel between the accused persons and the informant

and that the accused persons kicked the informant out of his

house. But in his cross-examination, he admitted that he has

not seen the incident.

Hence,  it  can be known that  at  the time when the

accused persons allegedly trespassed into the house of the

informant,  it  was  only  the wife  of  the  informant,  who was

present and at that time neither the informant nor any other

person was present in order to prove the guilt of the accused

persons to have trespassed into the house of the informant

beyond all  reasonable doubts.  The deposition of  the victim

that the accused persons trespassed into her house cannot

be rendered sufficient for holding the accused persons guilty.

 Hence,  the  guilt  of  the  accused  persons  under

Section  448/34 of  the  Indian  Penal  Code  remains
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unestablished and thereby they are not found guilty  under

the said section.  

8. The second point for determination is  whether the accused

persons, on 18.03.2014 at about 9 A.M., in the house of the

informant,  in  furtherance  of  their  common  intention,

voluntarily  caused  hurt  to  the  wife  of  the  informant,  and

thereby committed the offence under section 323/34 of the

Indian Penal Code?

The informant in his ejahar stated that the accused

persons entered into his house and assaulted his wife and

molested her. 

In his evidence as PW1, the informant stated that his

wife was assaulted in his house after the accused persons

trespassed into  his  house and thereafter,  they  chased her

into the house of Surjya Kamal Hazarika and chased her in his

house also and in the meantime, the informant reached the

house  of  Surjya  Kamal  Hazarika  and  the  accused  persons

when they saw the informant chased him with dao. He, at the

same time,  deposed that  he  was  not  present  at  the  time

when the accused persons trespassed into his house. 

The victim, who is the wife of the informant stated in

her evidence as PW2 that the accused persons trespassed

into her house and uttered obscene words against her and

chased her out of her house. She did not state that she was
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assaulted in her house, but she stated that she was assaulted

in the house of Surjya Kamal Hazarika into whose house she

entered after being chased by the accused persons. 

There are anomalies in the versions of the informant

and the victim and the other witnesses have not seen any

assault, but only heard that there were quarrels and the PW3

although deposed that the wife of the accused was assaulted,

but he did not mention who assaulted her. 

Although the medical evidence shows simple injury on

the victim, but the same cannot be held sufficient to decide

the guilt of the accused as because the other evidences could

not corroborate the fact that it was the accused persons, who

assaulted the informant and thus the prosecution evidences

fell short of sufficient proof against the accused persons and

on the basis of such evidences, the accused persons cannot

be held guilty of the offence alleged beyond all reasonable

doubts. 

Hence, the guilt of the accused persons under Section

323/34 of the Indian Penal Code remains unestablished and

thereby they are not found guilty under the said section.

9. The  third  point  for  determination  is  whether  the  accused

persons, on 18.03.2014 at about 9 A.M., in the house of the

informant,  in  furtherance  of  their  common  intention,

committed mischief by causing wrongful loss or damage to
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the property of the informant by striking against the wall of

the house of the informant of the amount of more than Rs.

50/-, and thereby committed offence under section  427/34

IPC?

It  is  to  be  decided  whether  the  accused  persons

committed mischief and caused damage to the property of

the informant by their acts and such damage must amount to

Rs.50/- or more than Rs.50/-.

The informant stated in his ejahar that the accused

persons trespassed into his house and damaged his house by

striking against the wall of his house. 

In  his  evidence,  the  informant/PW1  did  not  state

about any such damage caused by the accused persons to

his house. Moreover, he admitted that he was not present at

the  time  when  the  accused  persons  trespassed  into  his

house. 

The victim in her evidence as PW2 also did not state

about any damage caused to their property by the accused

persons.

Other PWs are also silent about any damage to the

property of the informant by the accused persons. 

There are also nothing on record to show that there

has been loss or damage to any property of the informant.

Hence, in the backdrop of such evidence, it cannot be held

that  the  accused  persons  by  committing  mischief  caused
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wrongful loss or damage to the property of the informant, as

such,  the  prosecution  has  failed  to  prove  the  guilt  of  the

accused  under  Section  427/34 of  the  Indian  Penal  Code

beyond all  reasonable doubts,  as such, they are not found

guilty under the said section.    

10.The  fourth  point  of  determination  is  Whether  the  accused

persons, in furtherance of their common intention, have been

criminally intimidating the informant with the threat to cause

death  and  thereby  committed  the  offence  under  Section

506/34 of the Indian Penal Code? 

The  informant  stated  in  his  ejahar  that  the  accused

persons have been criminally intimidating him as they claims

his land to be their land and threatens him to leave the land

or else they will kill him. 

But the informant did not state about any such criminal

intimidation made by the accused persons in  his  evidence

before the court as PW1. He only stated that there has been

land dispute between him and the accused persons. 

The  victim,  i.e.,  the  PW2  also  did  not  stated  in  her

evidence about any such criminal intimidation by the accused

persons. She only stated about utterance of obscene words

against her.

The  other  PWs  are  silent  about  any  such  criminal

intimidation  made  by  the  accused  persons  against  the
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informant.

Hence, considering the nature of the offence, it can be

held that the prosecution could not establish the guilt of the

accused persons under Section  506/34 of  the Indian Penal

Code, and as such, the accused persons cannot be held guilty

under the said section.   

(Contd....)
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                                               ORDER

As this court finds the accused persons, namely,  Sri

Kamal  Hazarika,  Sri  Dipen  Hazarika  and  Sri  Jiten

Hazarika not guilty of the offence u/s 448/323/427/506/34 of

IPC,  the accused persons  are  acquitted of  the charges u/s

448/323/427/506/34 of IPC.

The accused persons are set at liberty forthwith.

      The bail  bonds are extended for 6 (six) months from

today.

     The judgment is pronounced in the open court.

Given under my hand and seal of this court on

19th of July, 2019.

                       

                                                              (SMT. SWEETY BHUYAN)
                                                         JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE 1ST CLASS
                                                         LAKHIMPUR, NORTH LAKHIMPUR
Dictated & Corrected by me:

(SMT. SWEETY BHUYAN)
 JMFC,NORTH LAKHIMPUR

Transcribed & typed by me:

Kumar Gaurav (Stenographer) 
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APPENDIX

Prosecution witnesses

1. PW1: SRI BHABEN HAZARIKA @ DOW
2. PW2: SMT. AMI HAZARIKA
3. PW3: SRI NITUL HAZARIKA
4. PW4: SRI GOPAL SAIKIA
5. PW5: SRI DULU HAZARIKA
6. PW6: SRI JIBAN BORAH
7. PW7: DR. PRADIP CHANDRA KUNWAR
8. PW8: ASI BALINDRA BORUAH

Defence  witnesses

Nil.

Documents exhibited by the prosecution 

1. EXT.1: EJAHAR
2. EXT.2: INJURY CERTIFICATE
3. EXT.3: SKETCH MAP
4. EXT.4: CHARGESHEET 
  

Documents exhibited by the Defence

Nil.
                                                                    

(SMT. SWEETY BHUYAN)
                                                         JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE 1ST CLASS
                                                         LAKHIMPUR, NORTH LAKHIMPUR

Dictated & Corrected by me:

(SMT. SWEETY BHUYAN)
 JMFC,NORTH LAKHIMPUR

Transcribed & typed by me:

Kumar Gaurav (Stenographer) 
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